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Abstract

Human gaze directly signals visual attention, therefore, estimation of gaze has

been an important research topic in fields such as human attention modeling

and human-computer interaction. Accurate gaze estimation requires user, sys-

tem and even session dependent parameters, which can be obtained by calibra-

tion process. However, this process has to be repeated whenever the parameter

changes (head movement, camera movement, monitor movement). This study

aims to eliminate the calibration process of gaze estimation by building a user-

independent, appearance-based gaze estimation model. The system is ideal for

multimodal interfaces, where the gaze is tracked without the cooperation from

the users. The main goal is to capture the essential representation of the gaze

appearance of the target user. We investigate the tensor analysis framework

that decomposes the high dimension gaze data into different factors including

individual differences, gaze differences, user-screen distances and session differ-

ences. The axis that is representative for a particular subject is automatically

chosen in the tensor analysis framework using LASSO regression. The proposed

approaches show promising results on capturing the test subject gaze changes.

To address the estimation shift caused by the variations in individual heights, or

relative position to the monitor, we apply domain adaptation to adjust the gaze

estimation, observing further improvements. These promising results suggest

that the proposed gaze estimation approach is a feasible and flexible scheme to

facilitate gaze-based multimodal interfaces.
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1. Introduction

Gaze is a natural and fast way for users to interact with a computer. Visual

attention from gaze estimation can be used for either diagnostic analysis or

interactive applications [1]. The former uses gaze to understand users’ visual

attention process, while the latter applies gaze to respond or interact with the5

user. In addition, the gaze estimation has been used to further understand

high level human behaviors such as cognitive distractions [2, 3]. Due to these

potentials, the areas of eye tracking and gaze estimation have been extensively

studied [4, 5, 6].

The main goal for a gaze-based interface is to map the user’s gaze behavior to10

the coordinates in the user interface. This mapping is usually accomplished by a

calibration process, during which the user looks at the interface’s screen and has

his/her gaze behavior recorded [6]. Important parameters are estimated through

the calibration process and used for gaze estimation. For example, one common

approach is to use the reflections in the corneal from an infrared / near-infrared15

non-collimated light to establish a reference position. The vector between the

pupil center and this reference position is used to infer the gaze [7, 8]. Depending

on the systems, important parameters including the camera setting parameters,

user head pose, user relative position to the camera, or even user eye curvature

are needed for gaze estimation. Some of these parameters are closely related20

to the user. Thus, they need to be re-estimated for different users or when the

current user moves. Although adding constraints to the user or using intrusive

devices can reduce the calibration requirement, these systems do not provide

comfortable setting for practical usage. They also require the collaboration

of the user, limiting potential applications. The constrained settings and the25

repetitive calibration processes prevent the application of gaze estimation for

advanced human-computer interactions (HCIs).
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This study proposes a user-independent, appearance-based method for gaze

tracking where the main goal is the elimination of the calibration process. This

system provides a flexible setting for gaze-aware HCIs. The key contributions of30

this study include: (1) We propose the tensor analysis framework to reduce the

gap in performance between user-dependent and user-independent conditions.

It decomposes the high dimension gaze data into different factors including indi-

vidual differences, gaze differences, user-screen distances and session differences.

The approach automatically selects important axis to the test subject using35

LASSO regression. (2) We apply domain adaptation to the gaze estimation re-

sults to further reduce the subject dependent error, achieving improved results.

The proposed method reduces the gap in performance in estimating the gaze

using the user-dependent and user-independent conditions. These promising

results suggest that the proposed system can be effectively used in gaze-aware40

multimodal interfaces.

The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 reviews the state-of-the-art

in the field of gaze estimation, emphasizing appearance-based approaches. It

suggests open challenges in this research area, highlighting the contributions

of this study. Section 3 presents the protocol behind the data collection of45

the MSP-GAZE database that is used in this study. The section describes the

various factors considered for the recordings. Section 4 motivates the need for

the proposed tensor-based approach to capture various sources of variability.

Section 5 explains our proposed approach based on tensor analysis, LASSO

regression, and domain adaptation. It reports the performance of the aforemen-50

tioned method, comparing our results with other related approaches. Section 6

concludes the paper with final remarks, limitations of the study, and our future

research directions in this area.

2. Related Work

Gaze estimation has been an important research topic, where many studies55

have advanced the state-of-the-art in this area. There are several approaches to
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estimate gaze direction. Our proposed framework is an appearance-based model,

so the focus of this section is on describing related appearance-based methods,

and establishing the contributions of our work. For more comprehensive surveys

on gaze estimation methods, we refer the readers to the studies of Duchowski60

[1] and Hansen and Ji [6].

2.1. Gaze Estimation

To achieve high accuracy in gaze estimation, many studies applied intrusive

equipments including head mount devices, chin rest set and contact lenses [9].

These devices aim to reduce the variability of the system and improve the pa-65

rameter estimation for the target user. For example, chin rest set limits users’

head movement; head mount devices fix the relative position between the cam-

era and the users’ eyes. These intrusive equipments pose constraints to the

users, leading to limited practical solutions for multimodal interfaces.

Non-intrusive techniques mostly consider adding light sources and cameras.70

One of the most commonly used light source is infrared (IR) light. Since it

is invisible to human eyes, infrared camera can robustly capture the glint (re-

flections of light off the cornea) against various illumination conditions [6]. In

fact, several studies have used the glint for eyes detection [10, 11, 12]. The glint

provides a reference point of the human eye to the IR light sources. The gaze75

estimation can be implemented based on the gaze vector between the pupil/iris

center and the glint [7, 8]. A 3-D eye model can be estimated when the system

uses multiple cameras [10, 12].

An alternative non-intrusive gaze estimation approach relies on appearance-

based techniques. The idea is to capture the image of the eye and build a80

mapping between the eye appearance and the gaze position / direction. Some

studies considered direct mapping between the high dimensional eye image and

the gaze position [13, 14, 15], while others extracted eye image features such as

pupil, iris and eye corner [16, 17]. Then, the mapping can be established between

the eye appearance and the gaze position. This is usually achieved by regression85

models where the image or image features are used as independent variables and
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the corresponding gaze position is used as the dependent variable. Different

regression models have been considered such as support vector regression (SVR)

[18], localized linear regression [19, 13, 14], and Gaussian processes [20]. Instead

of the eye image features, some studies used ellipse fitting approaches to model90

the iris/pupil contours [21, 22, 23], predicting gaze based on the fitting results.

Other studies have also considered segmenting the eye image into the iris, sclera

(white part of the eye), and the surrounding skin. The resulting regions can

then be pixel-wise matched with 3-D rendered eyeball models using different

parameters [24, 25].95

Due to its simple system requirement, there has been an increased interest

in appearance-based methods for gaze estimation. However, the predominant

approach followed by many studies considers user-dependent conditions that

require calibration. S. Baluja and Pomerleau [26] used neural networks to es-

timate the gaze position using the eye image. Tan et al. [27] used local linear100

interpolation among sparse appearance samples to approximate the gaze. Few

studies have considered appearance-based gaze estimation models under user-

independent conditions. Schiele and Waibel [28] studied user-independent gaze

estimation with neural network, where they estimated coarse gaze directions

based on head pose without considering the iris position. Rikert and Jones105

[29] used morphable models to estimate user-independent gaze, where the main

challenge is the initial match between the model parameters and the image.

2.2. Contributions of this Work

This study aims to eliminate the repetitive calibration process while simul-

taneously maintaining the accuracy in gaze estimation in the context of HCI.110

We achieve this goal with a tensor-based framework that combines the tensor

decomposition and LASSO regression to represent the user-independent gaze

model. During gaze estimation, we observed a shift of the gaze estimation

among different users. To address this problem, we applied domain adaptation

based on the assumption that the user looks at the center of the screen most of115

the time [30, 31]. This approach achieves improved performance.
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Our approach differs from the majority of previous techniques, in that it

models various factors that affect the appearance-based gaze estimation ap-

proaches. The approach relies on a principled framework relying on tensor

analysis and LASSO regression. Moreover, the proposed approach relies on120

modeling user-independent gaze estimation using a large training data, remov-

ing the need to calibrate the system.

Among existing approaches, the appearance-based gaze estimation approach

proposed by Lu et al. [19] shares similar ideas. However, instead of directly

relying on large training data, they applied an adaptive linear regression (ALR)125

model to find a subset in the training samples. In particular, they formulated a

l1 optimization problem where the objective was to minimize the error between a

linear combination of a subset of training images and the test image, predicting

the gaze. In section 5.3, we compare our approach with this framework [19].

The experimental evaluation shows the benefits of the proposed tensor-based130

method, which achieves significant better performance.

2.3. Connection to our Previous Work

Our previous studies considered principal component analysis (PCA) as a

framework to represent the essential components to reconstruct the eye appear-

ance for various gaze positions [15]. While the focus was on user-dependent135

conditions, we noticed significant decrease in performance when we extended

the PCA model to user-independent conditions (see Tables 2 and 3). These re-

sults suggest that important factors for gaze estimation are introduced by user

variability, which were not properly captured by the PCA-based models. In Li

and Busso [32], we proposed the idea of finding similar training images to the140

testing image in a PCA representation space to reduce the variability between

the users. While we improved the performance, we still observe a performance

gap between the user-dependent and user-independent models. In contrast,

the proposed gaze estimation method relies on a novel tensor-based framework,

providing a principled approach to address this problem. By combining this ap-145

proach with domain adaptation, we have significantly reduced the performance
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gap between user-dependent and user-independent conditions.

3. MSP-GAZE Database

The study relies on the MSP-GAZE corpus [15], a multimodal database

to design gaze estimation systems for HCI. The purpose of the MSP-GAZE150

database is to evaluate appearance-based gaze estimation methods against var-

ious factors, including individual eye appearance differences, head movements,

and various distances between the user and the interface’s screen. The data

was collected in a controlled laboratory environment. It involves letting the

participants look at and click on randomly generated points displayed on the155

computer screen, while recording their gaze behavior. The system includes a

standard 22-in HP monitor with a screen resolution set to 1680× 1050, a com-

mercial webcam (Logitech C920) placed on top of the monitor, and a Microsoft

Kinect sensor for Windows placed below the monitor, as shown in Figure 1. The

center of the webcam and the RGB sensor of the Kinect are aligned with the160

center of the monitor. Both devices record the subjects from different angles

and are synchronized using a clapping board at the beginning of each recording.

This study relies only on the videos from the webcam.

3.1. Sources of variabilities included in the corpus

3.1.1. Appearance165

To cover different eye appearance in the database, we considered a gender

balanced data collection from 46 participants (23 male and 23 female). The

average age of the participants is 22.7, with the oldest being 35 years old and

the youngest being 19 years old.

Another important factor for the eye appearances is the ethnic background.170

The participants in the MSP-GAZE cover the dominant ethnic groups at the

University of Texas at Dallas including Caucasian, Asian, Indian and Hispanic

participants. Specifically, there are 10 subjects from each of the Asian, Indian

and Hispanic groups. There are 16 subjects from the Caucasian group. The
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Figure 1: The data collection includes a 22-inch HP monitor, a Logitech C920 webcam and a

Microsoft Kinect for Windows. A green screen is placed behind the subject to provide uniform

background.

corpus is also gender balanced within each ethnic group. For example, there are175

five male and five female participants from the Asian group.

3.1.2. Session

To evaluate the robustness of the appearance gaze model against time, each

subject participated in two sessions for different days. On average, the sessions

were collected with a 5-day interval. Some sessions were recorded in the early180

morning, and some sessions were collected in the late afternoon. Over different

sessions, we noticed that some participants appeared quite differently between

the two sessions (e.g. different makeups, hair styles). These differences allow us

to evaluate how reliable the appearance-based gaze model is for user-dependent

condition across sessions.185

3.1.3. Head movement

In each session, 14 recordings are collected following the conditions listed in

Table 1. The first seven recordings allow participants to freely move their head

to capture normal user computer interaction. During the last seven recordings,
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Table 1: Recording conditions for each session. The data collection follows the order listed in

the table.

Recording Head Movement Distance Pattern

1 Yes User-defined Testing

2 Yes User-defined Training

3 Yes Near Training

4 Yes Medium Training

5 Yes Medium Training

6 Yes Far Training

7 Yes Far Training

8 No User-defined Testing

9 No User-defined Training

10 No Near Training

11 No Medium Training

12 No Medium Training

13 No Far Training

14 No Far Training

we asked the participants to maintain their head still while completing the tasks.190

We did not use a head mount device to make the data collection comfortable

for the participants. The differences between these two sets of data allow us to

evaluate the effect of head movement on appearance-based gaze estimation in

user-computer interaction.

3.1.4. Distance195

To evaluate the effect of user-screen distance on gaze estimation, the MSP-

GAZE database considers four different distance settings. As shown in Table

1, the data collection starts with the “User-defined” distance setting where a

subject selects his/her preferred distance to the monitor. Then, we consider

three predefined distances that cover the range of common user-screen distance:200

“Near” (0.4 m), “Medium” (0.5 m) and “Far” (0.6 m). This process is repeated
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under both head movement settings (i.e. with and without head motion).

In our data collection, we observed that the “User-defined” distance always

lies within the “Near” and “Far” distances, suggesting that these distance set-

tings cover the range of common user-computer interaction distances. Most205

participants perceived the “Near” distance setting as too close to the monitor,

especially for the head constrained recordings where the participants only used

eye movement to look at the target points. For this reason, we only collected

one recording in this distance setting. The same protocol shown in Table 1 is

repeated for the second session, which is collected on a different day.210

Overall, we collect about 90 min of data over the two sessions from each

subject. The subjects were encouraged to take short breaks between recordings.

We also give 10-min breaks at the middle of the session to reduce fatigue.

3.2. Train and test datasets

The data collection should efficiently cover different areas on the screen to215

develop an appearance-based gaze estimation system that maps the captured

eye image to the screen position. Following previous studies [33, 34, 27], we

divide the screen into 5 by 9 grids as illustrated in Figures 1. This division

defines 45 grids, from which we only use 23 grids, marked with ‘X’ in Figure

1. We randomly generate a white point inside one of the 23 highlighted grid220

areas (i.e., for a given grid, the points appear at different locations within the

region). The subject is asked to click the point with the mouse cursor. The

point turns green once the user clicks it, and stays still for 1 second before

jumping to a different location. We introduce the mouse click action to get the

time at which the participant is looking at the target point, avoiding transient225

frames in which the point jumps from grids. It also ensures that the subject

is not distracted during the data collection (i.e., looking at the time, missing

points). The target point appears four times in each of the 23 marked grid areas

in random order. This design ensures enough sample data, while limiting the

duration of the recording (i.e., 92 points are collected in approximately 3 min).230

We record the videos from the cameras, the actual location of the points, the
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Figure 2: Eye pair samples extracted with the Viola-Jones algorithm. These examples corre-

spond to cases where the subject was looking at points in the corners.

mouse cursor locations, and the mouse click actions. This protocol is used in

the 12 recordings labeled as “Training” in Table 1.

Two recordings in Table 1 are collected with a slightly different protocol.

For these recordings, which are referred to as “Testing”, 92 different points235

are randomly shown on the monitor without considering the grid areas. The

data collected with the “Testing” pattern is used to evaluate the performance

of the regression model using the proposed methods (see Section 5). We follow

this pattern in the first (with head movement) and the eighth (without head

movement) recordings, as listed in Table 1.240

3.3. Eye detection

We extracted patches with both eyes, following the approach proposed in our

previous work [15] (see Fig. 2). Considering both eyes reduces eye detection

errors, improving the robustness against head motion. The eye pair image is

automatically extracted using the Viola-Jones object detection framework. We245

use the implementation provided by the open computer vision library (OpenCV)

with the eye-pair detector developed by Castrillón et al. [35]. For each point

displayed on the screen, we extract the eye pair images from the three frames

(≈ 0.14s) immediately after the user clicks on the target points. For each of the

14 recordings per session, we consider 92 points resulting in 276 eye pair images250

(92 points × 3 frames). These detected eye-pair images are resized to 25 × 100

pixel images. Due to equipment malfunctions, few video files were not correctly

formatted. As a result, this study considers 44 out of the 46 subjects whose

data are completely recorded.
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4. Motivation: Appearance Based Framework for Gaze Estimation255

Principal component analysis (PCA)-based approaches have been success-

fully applied to human face recognition in the form of eigenfaces [36] and Fish-

erfaces [37]. For human gaze related studies, it has been used for eye detection

[38, 39] and gaze estimation [33, 34]. The approach consists of representing a

set of N aligned images with an orthonormal basis estimated from the covariant260

matrix of the images. This basis is computed using eigenvalue decomposition

according to equation 1, which defines a new coordinate system using the bases

[u1, . . . ,un]. The eigenvectors associated with the larger eigenvalues define di-

rections with the higher variability. By considering only eigenvectors with larger

eigenvalues, we can reduce the dimension of the feature vector while capturing265

the appearance of the image.

Σ =
[
u1 . . . un

]
λ1 0

. . .

0 λn

[u1 . . . un

]T

= UΛUT

(1)

Our previous study considered PCA as a framework to represent the essential

components to reconstruct the eye appearance for various gaze positions [15, 32].

Our assumption is that the main variable that causes changes in eye pair images

is the gaze direction, especially for the user-dependent gaze condition, where the270

train and test data are from the same subject. In this case, the height, head

movement preference and eye appearance are similar in train and test data.

We used the projections into the principal components (PCs), as features

for two linear regression models (p1, p2, . . . , pN ). These two models are sepa-

rately built to estimate the gaze position in the horizontal (x) and vertical (y)275

coordinates, respectively. N is the number of PC projections considered in the

model. The projections are used as independent variables. The mapped screen

positions (horizontal coordinate x and vertical coordinate y) are used as the
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dependent variables (see Eqs. 2 and 3). The output of these regression models

are limited to be within the screen size.280

x =


0, if x < 0

1680, if x > 1680

βx0 + βx1p1 + · · ·+ βx30p30, else

(2)

y =


0, if y < 0

1050, if y > 1050

βx0 + βy1p1 + · · ·+ βy30p30, else

(3)

We used the angular error between the true and predicted gaze positions

(θerror) to assess the performance of the proposed gaze estimation approach.

We assume that the eye pair center of the subjects is aligned with the center

of the monitor. Therefore, the distance between the subject eye pair center

and the estimated gaze point on the monitor, deye−estimate, and the distance285

between the subject eye pair center and the ground truth gaze point on the

monitor, deye−true, can be estimated with Equations 4 and 5, respectively. We

use the following definitions: deye−mc is the distance between the user and the

monitor center; dmc−estimate is the distance between the monitor center and

the predicted gaze position; and dmc−true is the distance between the monitor290

center and the ground truth gaze position. We estimate deye−mc using the

original size of the eye pair image. For each subject, we estimate the average

size of the detected eye pair images for the “Near” and “Far” recordings during

the same session. Then, deye−mc is estimated by linearly interpolating the

width of the eye pair image between the corresponding values for the “Near”295

and “Far” conditions. Notice that deye−mc can also be derived from the depth

images provided by the Kinect sensor. For future work, we will rely on the

depth images for more accurate distance information.

deye−estimate =
√
d2eye−mc + d2mc−estimate (4)
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deye−true =
√
d2eye−mc + d2mc−true (5)

Using these estimation, the gaze angular error θerror can be estimated using

the law of cosines:

θerror = arccos(
d2eye−estimate + d2eye−true − d2error

2× deye−estimate × deye−true
) (6)

where derror is the distance between the ground truth and estimated gaze point.

We considered both user-dependent model (train and test datasets are from300

the same subject) and user-independent model (train and test datasets are from

different subjects). For user-dependent evaluation, we calculate the angular er-

ror for each of the 44 subjects and report the average performance. For user-

independent evaluation, we used a leave-one-user-out cross-validation approach,

where in each fold data from 43 subjects are used for training the model, and305

data from the remaining subject is used for testing the models. To under-

stand the effect of the user-screen distance and head movement on the PCA

based model, we train separate models for each distance (“Near”, “Medium”,

“Far” and “User-defined”) and each head movement (with and without head

movement) condition by considering only the training data collected during the310

corresponding setting. Then, we test the model on two sets of data (with and

without head movement) where the distance is defined by the user. Following

our previous study where we showed that the eigenvectors associated with the

largest 30 eigenvalues captures over 90% of the variability in the eye pair patches

[15], we considered p1, p2, · · · , p30 to build linear regression models.315

Table 2 provides the results for the PCA appearance-based framework. For

user-dependent model, the matched distance condition (“User-defined” distance)

provides the best performance, as expected. By comparing the performance

across different distance settings, we observe that it affects the performance

when the distance is too far or too close to the computer screen. When the user320

is too close to the monitor, both the head movement and the eye movement

are involved causing large variance on the eye pair image. When the user is

too far from the monitor, the eye appearance change is less obvious, thus PCA
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Table 2: Evaluation of gaze estimation using the PCA approach. The training conditions

consist of various distance setting and head movement constrains (wH - with head movement,

w/oH - without head movement). The performance is measured with the angular error θerror

(◦).

Test Setting

User Dependent User Independent

Training Setting wH w/oH Avg wH w/oH Avg

Near (wH) 8.1 9.2 8.6 10.0 10.1 10.0

Medium (wH) 5.7 6.3 6.0 9.1 9.1 9.1

Far (wH) 7.1 6.8 6.9 9.4 9.4 9.4

User-defined (wH) 4.9 6.8 5.9 9.2 9.2 9.2

All (wH) 4.9 5.6 5.3 9.9 10.0 10.0

Near (w/oH) 9.2 8.3 8.8 10.9 10.3 10.6

Medium (w/oH) 7.7 6.2 6.9 9.5 9.2 9.4

Far (w/oH) 8.0 6.8 7.4 10.0 9.7 9.9

User-defined (w/oH) 7.5 4.6 5.4 10.6 10.3 10.4

All (w/oH) 6.3 4.6 5.4 10.6 10.3 10.4

All 5.0 4.6 4.8 11.7 11.8 11.7

fails to capture the details. To study the effect of head movement, we compare

the performance on the test data with and without head motion. We found325

that matched conditions provide better results. When the training data only

consists of natural gazing behavior (without head movement constrains), the

performance is better on the test data under the same condition. These results

suggest that the distance and head movement affect the eye-pair appearance,

changing the PCA representation of the user-dependent gaze behavior. The330

best performance is achieved when the training data includes all training data

across different conditions. This result suggests that when all training data are

combined, the major variation in the training data is the gaze direction and the

effect of other factors is reduced.

We observe very different results when we train with user-independent mod-335
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els. First, the performance significantly drops when using the PCA-based ap-

proach with a user-independent setting. Second, the effect of distance and head

movement is less important when compared to user-dependent models. Third,

including all training data does not improve the performance. On the contrary,

the performance drops when using the data from all subjects. We believe these340

observations can be explained by the variability among different individuals.

For user-independent model, the main challenge is the individual differences.

The variation across different subject dominates the variance of the training

data. PCA captures the overall variability in the data, regardless of the factors

responsible for it. Therefore, the approach is less effective in user-independent345

condition where users’ differences account for most of the variability. This also

explains the reduced effect of head movements and user-screen distances.

To reduce the gap between user-dependent and user-independent perfor-

mance, we consider the tensor analysis framework.

5. Proposed User-Independent Gaze Estimation Framework350

This section describes the proposed framework for appearance-based gaze

estimation to reduce the gap in performance between user-dependent and user-

independent conditions. The approach relies on tensor analysis (Section 5.1),

and LASSO regression (Section 5.2). It also presents the domain adaptation

scheme proposed to reduce user dependent bias (section 5.3).355

5.1. Tensor Analysis Framework

The tensor analysis framework offers a natural approach to modeling the

multi-factor nature of the eye appearance image ensembles. Several algorithms

based on tensor representation have been proposed for various problems [40, 41,

42]. A tensor is a multidimensional array. The order of a tensor is the number

of dimensions (modes) of the array. For example, a first order tensor is a vector

and a second order tensor is a matrix. Here, we denote a N − th order tensor A

as A ∈ RI1×I2×···×IN . The matricization of a tensor is the process of converting
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Figure 3: Tensor matricization. Tensor A can be converted into 3 matrices: A(1), A(2) and

A(3).

a tensor into a matrix, also known as unfolding or flattening. For example a

5 × 2 × 3 tensor can be converted into either a 10 × 3 or a 5 × 6 matrix. The

mode-n matricization of a tensor A, denoted as A(n), is a map between the

tensor element (i1, i2, . . . , iN ) and the matrix element (in, j), where j is defined

as

j = 1 +

N∑
k=1,k 6=n

(ik − 1)
k−1∏

m=1,m 6=n

Im

 (7)

where Im stands for the order of each dimension. Figure 3 illustrates a simple

interpretation of the above equation. For a given 3rd order tensor A, it can

be converted into 3 different matrices A(1), A(2) and A(3), as indexed by its

mode-n matricization.360

Using the definition of matricization, the mode-n product of a tensor A and

a matrix X is defined as

B = A×n X (8)

resulting in a new tensor B where B(n) = XA(n). Therefore the eigenvalue de-
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composition presented in Equation 1 can be rewritten using the mode-n product

as

Σ = Λ×1 U ×2 U (9)

As a natural extension of PCA for matrix, Tucker decomposition of the

tensor is a form of high-order PCA. It decomposes a tensor into a core tensor,

C, multiplied by a matrix along each mode. For example, a 3 order tensor

A ∈ RI×J×Kcan be decomposed into

A = C ×1 P ×2 Q×3 R (10)

where P ∈ RI×X , Q ∈ RJ×Y , and R ∈ RK×Z are the factor matrices and can

be regarded as principal components in each mode. C is the core tensor that365

represents the interaction between different components.

The basic idea to compute the Tucker decomposition is to find the com-

ponents that best capture the variation in mode n, independent of the other

modes. This approach is also known as high-order SVD (HOSVD). The details

of the method to decompose a tensor A ∈ RI1×I2×···×IN are described as follow:370

1. For n = 1, . . . , N , compute the SVD of the mode-n matricization of a

tensor A, and assign the leading left singular vectors to Un.

2. Repeat the above steps for all Un.

3. Solve the core tensor C using the following equation:

C = A×1 U
T
1 ×2 U

T
2 × · · · ×N UTN (11)

As discussed earlier, the eye appearance can be affected by the gaze di-

rections (23 grids) - Ug, user-screen distances (4 distance settings) - Ud, head375

movements (with and without) - Uh, session differences (2 sessions of data col-

lection) - Us and individual appearance differences (44 subjects) - Upe. By

vectorizing the detected eye pair images (25 × 100 pixels) - Upi, we formulate

the eye appearance image tensor D as a 6-dimensional tensor (23 × 4 × 2× 2

× 44 × 2500).380
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The HOSVD decomposition of this tensor yields

D = C ×1 Ug ×2 Ud ×3 Uh ×4 Us ×5 Upe ×6 Upi (12)

where C dictates the interaction between the 6 factors. The 23 × 23 matrix Ug

spans the space of different gaze directions. The 4 × 4 matrix Ud spans the

space of different user-screen distance. Similarly, the matrices Uh, Us, Upe and

Upi span their corresponding factor spaces (head movement, session, people,

image).385

The n-mode product of a tensor with a matrix is related to a change of

basis in the case where the tensor defines a multilinear operator, analog to

PCA. The product of C ×6 Upi transforms the eigenimages in matrix Upi into

the principal axes of variation across the various modes (gaze directions, user-

screen distances, head movements, session differences and individual appearance390

differences). By multiplying the core tensor with the parameter matrices G =

C ×2Ud×3Uh×4Us×5Upe×6Upi, we can obtain the principal axes of variation

of the eye appearance image ensemble for each gaze direction across user-screen

distance, individual, session and head movement factors.

5.2. LASSO Regression395

The principal axes capture the variation across different gaze direction and

are potentially useful for detecting user-independent gaze. For a particular set-

ting (e.g. “Near”, Subject 4, Session 1, Without head movement), the sub tensor

Gd,h,s,pe of dimension 23 × 1 × 1 × 1 × 1 × 2500 can be flatten along the gaze

direction mode to obtain a 23×2500 matrix providing 23 principal components.400

As a result, the proposed tensor framework provides 23×4×2×2×44 = 16192

principal components. Directly applying linear regression using the projection

to these axes can easily lead to over-fitting due to the overwhelming number of

independent variables. Unfortunately, unlike SVD where the most important

principle components are decided by their corresponding eigenvalues, it is dif-405

ficult to identify important principle components among them. To solve this
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Figure 4: The effect of the value of λ in the LASSO model (Equation 13). The green line

locates the value of λ with minimum cross-validation error. The blue line locates the value of

λ with minimum cross-validation error plus one standard deviation.

problem, we applied LASSO regression instead of the original linear regression

[43].

LASSO regression is a regularized linear regression method with (l1) opti-

mization. Given N observations {(x1, y1) . . . (xN , yN )}, it solves the following410

equation for the intercept and coefficient vector:

minβ0,β

 1

2N

N∑
i=1

(
yi − β0 − xTi β

)
+ λ

n∑
j=1

|βj |

 (13)

LASSO regression provides a systematic solution to address the difficulties

in finding good principal components from tensor analysis. Due to (l1) regu-

larization, it chooses few coefficients as indicated by the nonzero coefficient in

the regression model. This is especially helpful when the independent variables415

are highly correlated (i.e. gaze variations among different subjects). The value

of λ in Equation 13 dictates the number of features in the model. To under-

stand the effect of this parameter in the LASSO regression model, we evaluate

the mean square error (MSE) as a function of λ. We estimate this evaluation

using training set using tenfold cross-validation. Figure 4 illustrates the results.420

The performance is very stable for a wide range of values for λ. The minimum
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Figure 5: Tensor components with the highest coefficients selected by the LASSO model.

cross-validation error is marked with a green lane. We select the value of λ

such that the degree of freedom of the LASSO regression model is equivalent to

the number of independent variables of the tensor model implemented using the

user-dependent condition (without Upe, i.e., 23×4×2×2 = 368). We highlight425

this value in Figure 4 with a blue lane.

We visualize the tensor components selected by the LASSO framework to get

a deeper understanding of the eye representation created by the proposed tensor-

based approach, Figure 5 describes the results for the three most important

components. They represent the most important factors for user-independent430

gaze estimation. These principal components capture the structure of the eyes,

showing wide eye appearance variations and nose angles. For example, the figure

in the middle includes angular variations which we hypothesize are useful for

head orientation.

We report the results using the leave-one-user-out cross-validation approach435

in Table 3. For each fold, we used all the data from 43 subjects to form the eye

appearance tensor and build the regression model with LASSO to predict the

gaze of the remaining subject. On average, the approach achieves an angular

error of 8.9◦, which is 2.8◦ better than the performance of the PCA approach.

Due to its ability to capture multiple factors of the image ensemble, we also

applied the tensor analysis for the user-dependent case where equation 12 is

modified as follow, removing the individual difference factor.

D = C ×1 Ug ×2 Ud ×3 Uh ×4 Us ×5 Upi (14)

As shown in Table 3, we achieve over 1◦ improvement over the original PCA440

approach for user-dependent gaze estimation. This suggests that applying tensor
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Table 3: Evaluation of gaze estimation using tensor analysis and LASSO regression. The

training setting consists of two head movement constraints (wH - with head movement, w/oH

- without head movement). The performance is measured with angular error θerror (◦). The

standard deviation of the results are reported in brackets.

UD UI

Approach wH oH Avg wH oH Avg

PCA 5.0 (2.0) 4.6 (1.8) 4.8 (1.9) 11.7 (3.0) 11.8 (3.4) 11.7 (3.2)

Tensor 3.9 (1.9) 3.1 (1.3) 3.5 (1.6) 8.9 (2.9) 8.9 (3.2) 8.9 (3.0)

framework for user-dependent model can significantly reduce the user-dependent

factors such as head movements, session differences and user-screen distances.

Overall, the proposed tensor-based framework models the underlying factors

affecting the eye appearance space. It provides a solution for modeling the445

complicated joint effect of factors existing in user gaze estimation for both user-

dependent and user-independent applications, as illustrated by the improved

results.

5.3. Domain adaptation

In addition to the angular error, we also calculate the correlation between450

the predicted gaze position and the ground truth gaze position while evaluating

the performance. Higher correlation indicates that the proposed model can

capture the changes in the gaze direction. For the user-independent model,

we observed high correlation of the proposed tensor analysis framework. It

achieves correlation of ρx = 0.91 for the horizontal prediction, and ρy = 0.79455

for the vertical prediction.

To understand the performance of the system, Figure 6 shows the prediction

and the ground truth of the gaze positions. When the actual gaze direction

changes, we observe clear changes in the prediction following the same direction.

This result explains the high correlation between the prediction and the ground460

truth. More importantly, the result in Figure 6 reveals a shift between the

prediction and the actual gaze position. We believe that this shift is due to

the differences in individual heights or sitting positions, as mentioned earlier.
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Figure 6: The shift of the gaze prediction due to individual difference.

For example, when the test subject does not sit along the center of the monitor,

his/her eye appearance is different from when he/she looks at the monitor center465

causing the shift of the overall prediction.

We address this problem using domain adaptation (mean and variance).

We make the common assumption that users tend to look at the center of

the screen most of the time [30, 31]. Therefore, the average of the prediction

should be around the center of the monitor. In addition, we also assume that470

the gaze variance is similar across different subjects. The proposed approach

consists of applying the mean and standard deviation adaptation such that the

predicted gaze value has similar statistics as the training data. We used the

center position of the monitor (µx = 840, µy = 525) as the target mean value,

we used the variance calculated in the training data as the target variance value475

(σx = 480, σy = 300). As a result, the mean and variance adaptation is achieved

by the following equations, resulting in the updated position (x̂p, ŷp).x̂p = 840 + (xp − µxp)× σx

σxp

ŷp = 525 + (yp − µyp)× σy

σyp

(15)

where xp and yp are the original predicted gaze positions, µxp
and µxp

are
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Figure 7: The shift of the gaze prediction due to individual difference are corrected by the

proposed domain adaptation.

the mean of the predicted gaze position, and σxp
and σyp are the standard

deviation of the predicted gaze positions. In practical applications, the domain480

adaption calculation can be performed over a fixed length window to update

the adaptation parameters. This allows the subject to slightly move near their

current position, providing more flexibility to the users. Figure 7 shows the

adapted prediction for one of the test data where we used the total test data

(273 frames) to adapt the prediction. The result shows that the adaptation485

method reduces the shift effect, achieving better predictions.

Table 4 shows the overall result using domain adaptation applied to the

PCA and tensor analysis framework. As before, we evaluate the approach us-

ing leave-one-user-out cross validation. We observe improvement in the perfor-

mance suggesting that domain adaptation is important to address individual490

differences. The best performance is achieved with tensor analysis framework

with 6.6◦ angular error. This method reduces more than 40% of the angular

error observed from the user-independent PCA-based approach (11.7◦). These

values are only few degrees worse than the ones achieved with user-dependent

PCA method (see Table 2).495
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Table 4: Evaluation of domain adaptation on the PCA, and the tensor analysis framework

results. The performance is measured by angular error θerror (◦). The standard deviation of

the results are reported in brackets.

Original Domain Adaptation

Approach wH oH Avg wH oH Avg

PCA 11.7 (3.0) 11.8 (3.4) 11.7 (3.2) 8.2 (3.0) 7.4 (2.7) 7.8 (2.8)

Tensor 8.9 (2.9) 8.9 (3.2) 8.9 (3.0) 6.7 (2.3) 6.6 (2.4) 6.6 (2.4)

One important parameter for the proposed domain adaptation method is the

amount of test data required to estimate the mean and standard deviation. The

assumption about user looking at the center of the screen most of the time is

more reliable when we use more test data. However, it also implies longer delay

for practical usage. In Table 4, we considered all the test data (273 frames) to500

perform the adaptation. Figure 8 shows the effect of the window size on the

proposed adaptation. The performance improves as the window size increases.

We notice that most of the improvement can be achieved with 50 frames of

test data. We highlight that test data does not need to be labeled. This result

suggests that domain adaptation can be applied with limited test data. For505

practical applications, we can start without adaptation. As more predictions

are made, we can update the estimation of the mean and standard deviation to

improve the performance.

5.4. Comparison to Other Methods

To illustrate the effectiveness of the proposed approach, we compare our510

method with a related approach introduced in Section 2.2 proposed by Lu et

al. [19] using the ALR model. In their work, they divided a single eye image

into 3 by 5 grids, and used the summation of the pixel intensity value in each

grid as eye image features. We follow the same approach, with the exception

that we consider a 3 by 10 grid, since we consider eye-pair images instead of515

single eye images, as originally done in Lu et al. [19].

Table 5 shows the comparison between our results and the ALR approach.
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Figure 8: The effect of window size for the domain adaptation.

One difference between our experiment is that we use the image itself for the

evaluation. Considering that the feature extraction proposed by Lu et al. [19]

may reduce the eye appearance information and reduce the effectiveness of the520

l1 optimization result, we also evaluate their approach using the image itself.

As we expected, the l1 optimization approach using the entire image shows

better performance, especially after domain adaptation. However, the proposed

tensor framework outperforms the ALR approach. We evaluate whether the

differences in performances are statistically significant using pairwise t-tests525

between the conditions (tensor-based framework, ASL with feature, ASL with

images). We assert significance at p-value = 0.05. The results indicate that

the proposed tensor-based method is significantly better than the ASL method

implemented with the feature extraction framework proposed by Lu et al. [19].

The differences between our method and the ASL method implemented using530

the entire image is not significant. More importantly, the superior performance

after the adaptation step indicates that the proposed approach can capture the

variabilities in the data better than the ALR approach.
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Table 5: Comparison with the appearance based gaze estimation proposed by Lu et al. [19].

The performance is measured with the angular error θerror (◦). The standard deviation is

given in the brackets.

Original Domain Adaptation

Approach wH oH Avg wH oH Avg

Tensor 8.9 (2.9) 8.9 (3.2) 8.9 (3.0) 6.7 (2.3) 6.6 (2.4) 6.6 (2.4)

ASL - feature [19] 11.4 (1.8) 11.9 (2.2) 11.7 (2.0) 9.2 (2.1) 9.3 (2.5) 9.3 (2.3)

ASL - image [19] 11.8 (2.2) 11.8 (2.4) 11.8 (2.3) 7.4 (2.5) 7.4 (2.5) 7.4 (2.5)

Figure 9 illustrates the best performance in user independent gaze estimation

in terms of pixel error between ground truth and predicted gaze position in535

the screen. We plot an eclipse around the ground truth gaze position (cross)

where its major axis corresponds to the average horizontal pixel error and the

minor axis corresponds to the average vertical pixel error. This error is small

enough for many applications. Depending on the application, the gaze-aware

multimodal interfaces may not require high gaze estimation accuracy, especially540

when the focus is on simple commands. In these cases, commands can be

triggered by detecting gaze in coarse areas on the screen. The proposed approach

implements a gaze estimation approach that, while may produce lower accuracy

than commercially available systems, (1) it is robust against head motion and

individual differences, and (2) it requires no calibration. Such a system will be545

suitable for gaze-aware multimodal interfaces that require non-intrusive sensors,

and for non-cooperative users.

6. Conclusions

The paper presented our efforts to design a calibration free, user-independent

gaze estimation framework that does not require cooperation from the user.550

This study built upon our previous studies on PCA based appearance model

to explore different strategies to reduce the gap in performance between user-

dependent and user-independent gaze estimation. We found that the perfor-

mance drops for user-independent gaze estimation due to various factors, such
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Figure 9: An illustration of the gaze estimation performance on the 22-inch HP monitor. The

cross center indicate the ground true while the eclipse indicate the average pixel error on the

prediction. The monitor screen resolution is set to 1920 by 1080. The average horizontal and

vertical gaze estimation error by the proposed approach is 110 by 80 in terms of pixel error.

as individual eye appearance differences, head movements, and various distances555

between the user and the interface’s screen. The variation in these factors affects

the performance of the PCA approach. To address this problem, we proposed a

tensor analysis framework to model the underlying joint effect among the fac-

tors including individual differences, head movements, session differences, and

user-screen distances. The results suggest that the tensor framework effectively560

models the multiple factors affecting the system, improving the performance.

We noticed a shift in the gaze prediction due to differences in individual heights

and sitting positions. We proposed a domain adaptation method to reduce this

effect, achieving the best performance of 6.6◦ angular error for user-independent

gaze estimation, which is only 1.8◦ worse than the user-dependent PCA models.565

The center-biased assumption plays an important role for domain adapta-

tion. In real-world scenarios, user gaze behavior depends on the task. For

example, the gaze of the user could be concentrated at the center of the screen

when watching a movie. In other cases such as working with multiple windows,

the variance of the gaze may be higher. However, there are strong reasons to570
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believe that the central area of the screen concentrates most of the gaze direc-

tions. Judd et al.[31] studied salience maps by collecting gaze of people looking

at different randomly selected images. The results suggested an important bias

toward the center of the images. Zhao and Koch [30] presented similar results.

Therefore, we believe that the assumption is reasonable. The train and test575

data patterns followed in the recordings of the MSP-GAZE dataset represent

the worst-case scenario for this assumption, where the participants are asked

to randomly look at different points in the screen. Furthermore, the train and

test sessions follow different protocols to avoid bias. In the train sessions, we

only consider selected regions of the screen. In the test sessions, the points are580

randomly displayed on the screen. In spite of using the worse case scenario with

train-test mismatch, the adaptation approach is very effective, improving the

performance of the system.

The MSP-GAZE corpus contains data collected from both a webcam and

Kinect sensor. Although the study only considered the webcam images, the585

Kinect sensor provides additional RGB image and depth information. The RGB

image is captured from a different angle and can be used to improve the robust-

ness of the captured eye pair appearance. This information can be helpful for

the vertical gaze estimation since the Kinect sensor is placed below the screen.

The depth information can be used to estimate the head pose, and the distance590

between the monitor and the participant. In addition, we can also include the

mouse click and mouse movement information to update the gaze prediction

result. For the HCI, mouse click provides useful information about a user’s

visual attention. Likewise, this study only considers frame-by-frame gaze esti-

mation. One future direction to enhance the performance is to incorporate a595

tracking algorithm. This approach can reduce the errors and provide smooth

gaze estimation trajectories.

A limitation of the data collection is that we only recorded subjects without

glasses. Also, we relied on good illumination conditions similar to conditions

of regular office environment. These conditions are not realistic in many real600

applications, and robust methods are needed. Our future data collection ef-
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fort will include these different challenging conditions. In spite of these chal-

lenges, appearance-based models offer a good trade-off between accuracy and

complexity for HCI. The MSP-GAZE corpus and the proposed methods can

be used as building blocks to address these open challenges towards robust605

gaze aware interfaces. For this purpose, we intend to release the corpus (http:

//ecs.utdallas.edu/research/researchlabs/msp-lab/MSP-gaze.html).
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